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Context and Policy Issues
Schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSD) – which include schizophrenia affective 
disorder, delusional disorder, schizophreniform disorder, and schizophrenia – are serious 
mental illnesses that affect how a person thinks, feels, and behaves. According to WHO, 
schizophrenia affects 20 million people worldwide.1 A comprehensive systematic review 
of 188 studies estimated a median global point prevalence of 4.6 per 1,000.2 People with 
schizophrenia are more likely to die at an early age compared to the general population, 
primarily from preventable disease such as cardiovascular issues that go untreated or were 
missed.3 Schizophrenia is generally diagnosed between the late teens and early thirties.

Symptoms of SSD include psychotic symptoms, negative symptoms, and cognitive 
symptoms. Research suggests that up to 98% of people with schizophrenia experience 
some level of cognitive impairment including memory loss, reduced attention, and difficulty 
in reasoning and problem solving.4,5 Cognitive impairment may be the most salient predictor 
of daily functioning for people with SSD.6,7 Cognitive deficits may lead to unemployment, 
reduced independence, and lack of community and social engagement.8-14 While treatment for 
psychotic symptoms in SSD is common, research has shown antipsychotic therapy to have 
a low to modest impact on cognitive performance.15-19 This finding is especially important 
because early research showed that cognitive deficits may continue despite improvement in 
psychotic symptoms.20

Cognitive remediation therapy (CRT) is “a behavioural, training-based intervention that aims to 
improve cognitive processes (attention, memory, executive functions, social cognition or meta 
cognition) with the goals of durability and generalization.”21 There are 2 categories of CRT 
approaches. Compensatory approaches target functional outcomes by using environmental 
supports to bypass cognitive deficits.22 Restorative approaches, on the other hand, use the 
concept of brain neuroplasticity; whereby, the brain is amenable for cognitive repair given the 
appropriate stimuli.6,23 CRT can be facilitated by a clinician or be completed independently 
and can be facilitated in a group or individual format. CRT can also be computer-assisted or 
completed using pencil and paper exercises.

Research suggests that CRT leads to cognitive and functional improvement.21,24,25 For 
example, a meta-analysis of 40 studies on CRT published between 1973 and 2009 found 
a global cognition effect size of 0.45 from CRT on cognitive symptoms for SSD.21 Other 
research reported that CRT improves clinical, cognitive, and functional symptoms for patients 
with both early and chronic SSD.25 However, some research has found that participant’s 
motivation can influence whether CRT is effective in addressing cognitive deficits.6 CRT that 
leverages participant’s intrinsic motivation, allows meaningful participation in game-like tasks, 
and enables control over learning that may improve the effectiveness of CRT.26

While studies have shown that CRT is effective in addressing cognitive deficits, few studies 
that have explored how people with SSD perceive and experience CRT, including the 
challenges they face accessing CRT, the barriers they experience continuing CRT, and the 
benefits they perceive from CRT. This rapid review will analyze the findings from primary 
qualitative and mixed-methods studies to identify how people with SSD access, perceive, and 
engage with CRT.
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Key Messages
This rapid qualitative review analyzed 8 studies describing the perspectives of people living 
with schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD) who use cognitive remediation therapy (CRT), 
and their caregivers and clinicians. The aim of this rapid review was to identify experiences 
with accessing CRT, expectations of CRT for treating and supporting recovery from SSD, and 
experiences engaging with CRT. From the participant’s perspective, this review found several 
perceived and realized benefits of CRT. People living with SSD reported notable improvements 
in their attention, memory, and problem solving. People living with SSD also reported 
improvement in their lives, when they applied the cognitive strategies acquired from CRT into 
daily life activities. People living with SSD also described improvement in communication 
skills, social engagement, motivation, independence, and a reduction in psychotic symptoms. 
This review found a common preference among people living with SSD and caregivers to 
provide personalized delivery and treatment of CRT. People living with SSD cited several 
ways to introduce personalized CRT: cognitive trainer or clinician’s support and guidance; 
the content, design, and implementation of CRT; using technology; and group environment 
and interacting with peers. The constant presence of a polite, friendly, empathetic, and 
encouraging clinician contributed to beneficial views of CRT. People living with SSD enjoyed 
the structure of sessions and cognitive tasks, specifically working on tasks at their own pace 
with gradual increases in difficult that gave them a sense of accomplishment and mastery. 
People living with SSD also enjoyed using technology and playing games to complete tasks; 
however, some found accessing a computer and a high-quality internet connection difficult. 
Finally, while people living with SSD reported several social benefits to group-based CRT, 
others found group-based CRT to be unconducive for their learning, especially when the group 
environment was not supportive or encouraging. One study described caregiver experiences 
and another described clinician experiences. Caregivers and clinicians in both studies 
recognized the importance of matching the type of cognitive exercises and structure of 
sessions to the cognitive needs of people living with SSD. Furthermore, caregivers preferred 
more examples of real-life strategies that they can use to help their loved one apply in 
their daily life.

Research Questions
1. What are the perspectives and experiences of people living (or caring for someone) with 

SSD, or their health care providers, regarding cognitive remediation therapy and:

 ◦ the process of accessing cognitive remediation therapy as a treatment for SSD

 ◦ their expectations for how cognitive remediation therapy will (or will not) treat and 
support recovery from SSD

 ◦ the process of engaging with cognitive remediation therapy as a treatment for SSD.
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Methods

Literature Search Methods
A limited literature search was conducted by an information specialist on key resources 
including MEDLINE, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), and 
PsycInfo. The search strategy comprised both controlled vocabulary, such as the National 
Library of Medicine’s MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), and keywords. The main search 
concepts were cognitive remediation and SSD. CADTH-developed search filters were applied 
to limit retrieval to qualitative studies. The search was also limited to English language 
documents published between January 1, 2011, and September 21, 2021.

Selection Criteria and Methods
One reviewer screened citations and selected studies. In the first level of screening, titles and 
abstracts were reviewed and potentially relevant articles were retrieved and assessed for 
inclusion. The final selection of full-text articles was based on the inclusion criteria presented 
in Table 1.

Exclusion Criteria
Articles were excluded if they did not meet the selection criteria outlined in Table 1, were 
duplicate publications, or were published before 2011. We also excluded articles that were 
specific to CRT for psychosis or prodromal symptoms, and any studies pertaining cognitive-
behavioural therapy for SSD.

Critical Appraisal of Individual Studies
The included studies were critically appraised by 1 reviewer using the Quality of Reporting 
(QuaRT) tool.27 The tool evaluates the reporting quality of studies based on 4 characteristics: 
question and study design, selection of participants, methods of data collection, and methods 
of data analysis. Summary scores were not calculated to describe the quality of included 
studies; rather, the strengths and limitations of each included study were described narratively 
in Appendix 4. Results of the critical appraisal were not used to exclude studies from 
this review.

Table 1: Selection Criteria

Criteria Description

Sample Adults (≥ 18 years) who are living (or caring for someone) with SSD (e.g., schizophrenia, schizoaffective 
disorder, delusional disorder, schizophreniform disorder); health care providers for people living with 
SSD

Phenomenon of 
interest

Perspectives and experiences of accessing and undergoing cognitive remediation therapy for SSD – 
with or without treatment as usual (pharmacotherapy)

Design Any qualitative design or the qualitative portions of mixed-method studies

Evaluation Perspectives on accessing cognitive remediation therapy for SSD; expectations of cognitive remediation 
therapy for treating and supporting recovery from SSD; experiences of engaging with cognitive 
remediation therapy

Research type Primary qualitative studies; qualitative components of primary mixed-methods studies
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Data Analysis
Descriptive Analysis
One reviewer extracted the following study and methodological characteristics of included 
studies: research objectives, country of publication, study design and qualitative methodology 
or analytic approach, data collection method(s), inclusion criterion of participants, sample 
size, proportion of male respondents, age range, and the name of the treatment. One reviewer 
performed summary statistics of these characteristics that are summarized in the Summary 
of Included Literature section and Appendices 2 and 3.

Analytic Approach
Data analysis was performed using the qualitative meta-synthesis approach.28 This 
approach aims to aggregate the findings from multiple included studies to produce a holistic 
interpretation of the topic, while maintaining the original meaning of each study in the 
final interpretations. Using the constant comparative method and constructivist grounded 
theory,29 1 reviewer analyzed and synthesized the findings from all included studies to develop 
an integrative interpretation of the topic using Microsoft Word. The reviewer focused on 
developing an interpretation of the topic that answered the research questions and supported 
the relevant policy decisions.

One reviewer used a staged coding process to conduct analysis that comprised of the 
following: pilot coding, initial coding, and focused coding. In pilot coding, the reviewer 
analyzed the findings and discussion sections of 2 included studies and created a preliminary 
coding schema that outlined emerging themes and concepts. The reviewer analyzed the 
findings rapidly through a line-by-line analysis to acquire a broad sense of the data as well 
as salient issues in the experience and expectations of accessing and engaging with CRT 
for SSD. The reviewer discussed this preliminary coding schema with the CADTH reviewer/
owner of this project to ensure that the preliminary findings were consistent with the research 
questions and policy decisions. In initial coding, the reviewer analyzed the remaining studies 
using the preliminary coding schema as a guide to identify relevant findings. The reviewer 
also pursued opportunities to compare findings between patients, caregivers, and clinicians. 
The reviewer refined the preliminary coding schema after the analysis of each article.

In the final stage of focused coding, the final coding schema was reviewed for 
comprehensiveness, representativeness, and relevance with the research questions and 
policy decisions. The reviewer reorganized all coding to achieve theoretical saturation 
between and within each theme by identifying consistency, redundancy, and divergence 
between themes. The reviewer used the final coding schema to develop a narrative summary 
of each theme, and all summaries were collated into 1 integrated and holistic interpretation 
of the topic.

Summary of Included Literature

Quantity of Research Available
A total of 866 citations were identified in the literature search. Following the screening of 
titles and abstracts, 783 citations were excluded and 83 potentially relevant reports from the 
electronic search were retrieved for the full-text review. Of these potentially relevant articles, 
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75 publications were excluded for various reasons, and 8 publications met the inclusion 
criteria and were included in this report. Appendix 1 presents the PRISMA flow chart of the 
study selection process.

Summary of Study Characteristics
Additional details regarding the characteristics of included publications and the people living 
with SSD are provided in Appendices 2 and 3.

Study Design, Qualitative Methodology or Analytic Approach, and Data 
Collection Methods
Four studies used a qualitative study design,30-33 and 4 studies employed a mixed-methods 
design.34-37 Of these studies, only 1 did not report its qualitative methodology or analytic 
approach.36 Of the remaining 7 studies that reported the methodology or approach, 4 used 
thematic analysis,30,31,34,37 and 1 of each of the others used content analysis,38 qualitative 
description,32 and ethnography.33 In terms of data collection, 5 studies used semi-structured 
interviews,32,34-37 2 used semi-structured surveys,30,31 and 1 used observation.33

Country of Origin
Two studies were published in Australia,30,31 2 in the US,35,36 1 in Canada,34 1 in France,33 1 in 
South Africa,32 and 1 in the UK.37

Patient Population
All except 1 study specified the type and number of participants included in the study.33 The 
perspectives of people with SSD, caregivers, and clinicians are included in this rapid review. 
One of each study reported caregiver34 and clinicial35 perspectives. Overall, this rapid review 
analyzed the perspectives of 127 people with schizophrenia, 20 caregivers, and 6 clinicians.

All studies included people with schizophrenia and/or schizoaffective disorder. One study 
included people who had both schizophrenia and HIV.32 The percentage of male research 
participants was reported in 4 studies,30-32,34 ranging from 45% and 55%. Furthermore, the age 
range was reported by 3 studies,30-32 ranging from 26 and 51 years.

Interventions (and Comparators)
All included studies focused on some type of cognitive training for schizophrenia, but they 
used slightly different terminology. Five studies used some variation of CRT.30,31,33,35,36 Other 
studies indicated a rehabilitation program for working memory,32 cognitive adaptation 
training,34 and cognitive enhancement therapy.36 One study compared CRT with computer 
games.30 Another study specified the delivery of cognitive adaptation training on the computer 
with the assistance of a caregiver.34

Five studies reported computer-assisted CRT,30-32,36,37 1 study reported a hybrid CRT 
approach,35 1 study did not use computer-assisted CRT,34 and 1 study did not indicate whether 
CRT was computer-assisted. Furthermore, 4 studies reported group-based CRT,30,31,35,36 
and 3 studies reported individual-based CRT,32,34,37 One study reported on both group and 
individual-based CRT.33

Summary of Critical Appraisal
A summary of strengths and limitations of each included study can be found in Appendix 4.
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Generally, included qualitative and mixed-method studies reported most of the 4 
methodological characteristics in the QuaRT tool, giving an impression of good reporting 
quality. All except 1 study36 clearly identified their research question, study design, and 
qualitative analytic approach. Similarly, all except 1 study33 provided a detailed description of 
data collection methods, recruitment procedures, and sample size. However, approximately 
half of included studies did not provide sufficient description on data analysis procedures and 
strategies.33,34,36,37 Three of these studies were mixed-methods studies; the choice of study 
design may explain why there was little information regarding qualitative data analysis since 
authors must regularly balance methodological description of their study with the word count 
limitations of journals. Finally, none of the studies explicitly considered how they improved the 
quality or rigour of their study, while all studies employed some form of analysis in pairs and 
reflexive discussions on the analysis.

In conclusion, the reporting quality of included studies was generally high except for data 
analysis. Furthermore, no studies explicitly considered strategies that improved the rigour 
of their study. This has important implications for the findings of this rapid review. Since half 
of the included studies were mixed-methods, authors may be constrained in reporting the 
methodological information of 2 studies rather than 1. Having to balance rigid word count 
limitations may encourage the omission of essential methodological information from the 
final published manuscript.

Results
This section highlights the perspectives of people living with SSD using CRT, and their 
caregivers and clinicians. This section is divided into the following subsections: perceived 
and realized benefits from CRT, and personalized delivery and treatment (cognitive trainer 
or clinicians support and guidance; content, design, and implementation of CRT; using 
technology; and group environment and interacting with peers).

Perceived and Realized Benefits from CRT
People living with SSD in the included studies perceived several cognitive, functional, social, 
intrinsic, and symptomatic benefits from CRT. First, participants in 4 studies reported the 
following improvements in their cognitive skills: attention, concentration, reaction speed, 
problem solving, memory, retention, and planning.30,31,33,37

Second, people living with SSD described how they were able to apply the cognitive skills they 
learned from CRT — also referred to as functional benefits — in their daily lives: “I didn’t expect 
the computer programme...to help me with my general well-being and general planning...so I 
was impressed by it because I didn’t think it would work as much as it did actually.”37 People 
living with SSD in 3 studies transferred their CRT training skills into their daily lives, specifically 
in routines and social situations, and to improve strategies to resolve life problems.31,33,37 
People living with SSD also found CRT training helpful for remembering things — since CRT 
taught them how to create and use memory aids — and maintaining high concentration when 
completing job applications and following cooking recipes.37 Similarly, caregivers mentioned 
how CRT guides that included detailed cognitive strategies and examples for daily life were 
the most useful to them. Caregivers also preferred to have more guidance that was available 
in an online format with convenient access, so they can help their loved ones improve their 
skills throughout the day.34

Third, people living with SSD reported several social benefits from group-based CRT. These 
benefits included pursuing shared goals with peers, improving communication and social 
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skills, comparing symptoms and validating personal experiences, and offering support to 
others with mental illness.30,31,35 For example, this person living with SSD described how 
group-based CRT provided an opportunity to share experiences with others:

“[It was] nice to know others that had similar experiences and that it’s not just you. People 
that are at a similar stage of recovery, under control but experiencing similar milder 
symptoms. Not just crazy and doing it on your own.”30

And this other people living with SSD illustrated how group-based CRT helped to improve 
communication skills with the family:

“I used to have trouble with family. I would get too defensive but now I have realised how to 
step back and think more clearly about situations, before reacting. It showed me ways to 
attack problems.”31

Fourth, patients reported improved motivation, self-determination, confidence, and 
emotional and internal regulation.30,31,36,37 These benefits came from achieving a sense of 
accomplishment by completing CRT, having opportunities to reflect on personal strengths 
and weaknesses, being given the opportunity to confront and overcome challenges, and 
contest existing beliefs.30,37 Finally, people living with SSD in 1 study reported a reduction in 
their psychiatric, mood, and stress symptoms resulting from participating in CRT.30 However, 
this study did not elaborate on such improvements.

People living with SSD in the included studies mostly discussed perceived or realized benefits 
from CRT. However, some people living with SSD expressed limited benefits, either because 
they were unaware or unsure of whether CRT would provide them with cognitive benefits, or 
because they were unable to transfer cognitive strategies from CRT into their daily lives.30-32,37 
Low awareness of CRT and its benefits was not mentioned in all included studies. People 
living with SSD in 1 study believed that CRT was intended for those with severe cognitive 
impairment, and they did not group themselves in that category.32 Other people living with 
SSD described being unable to transfer what they learned to their everyday lives, even if they 
reported some improvement in memory and attention,30,31,37 as this person living with SSD 
illustrated:

“I didn’t see correspondence between specific tasks and everyday life but I did see general 
improvements in attention, memory and problem solving.31

Personalized Delivery and Treatment
A common theme present across someone living with SSD, caregiver and clinician 
perspectives was delivering CRT in a personalized and tailored way. This theme was 
grounded in the idea that people living with SSD have different cognitive needs, requiring 
different types of activities, skills, and strategies. People living with SSD requested flexibility 
in the types of cognitive tasks, the structure of sessions, and the use of technology.30,31 The 
role of the cognitive trainer and clinician was important for delivering tailored CRT.31 2021,37 
Caregivers preferred to have a menu of cognitive tasks that they can apply to match the 
cognitive needs of their loved one.34 Clinicians recognized the importance of tailoring CRT 
by recommending that participants with high cognitive impairment attend more frequent 
sessions, while other people living with SSD who were more independent complete at-home, 
asynchronous exercises.35 However, the lack of tailored CRT delivery can lead to inadvertent 
consequences. For example, applying cognitive exercises designed for severe cognitive 
impairment for people living with SSD with low cognitive impairment may lead to disinterest 
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and demotivation, especially since people living with SSD in the included studies reported 
enjoyment in the gradual progression of difficulty in cognitive tasks.30,31 On the other hand, 
the implementation of tasks designed for lower cognitive impairment — and thereby more 
challenging to complete — to people living with SSD with high cognitive impairment may lead 
to frustration, which may also exacerbate pre-existing anxiety or other comorbidities.30,32,37

The number and length of sessions was mentioned by people living with  SSD as another 
way to tailor CRT. Some people living with SSD suggested providing CRT in more frequent 
but shorter sessions; however, this was not the case for all people living with SSD as some 
preferred longer sessions.37 Preferences regarding the structure of sessions may depend 
on the participant’s lifestyle, and whether they have multiple competing priorities that they 
must manage alongside CRT. CRT can be implemented in-person at a medical facility or 
at-home, in a group or individual format, can use technology or pencil and paper exercises, 
or be a combination thereof. Delivering CRT in a tailored manner may also allow participants 
to choose their preferred delivery mode, depending on their current priorities and lifestyle. 
Similarly, participants preferred group-based CRT because of its social benefits,30,31,35,36 
but preferred independent CRT when a supportive and encouraging environment was not 
present.30-32 Each of these aspects to personalized delivery and treatment will be discussed in 
detail in the following sections.

Cognitive Trainer or Clinician’s Support and Guidance
The constant presence of a cognitive trainer or clinician was mentioned as a key contributor 
to a beneficial CRT experience.31,35,37 Specifically, trainers and clinicians played an important 
role in guiding and encouraging people living with SSD through difficult tasks, as this person 
living with SSD illustrated: “there was a trust, a feeling of trust that I had and a feeling that I 
was sort of you know in a comfortable environment and in, in kind of like you know everything 
was being handled in a thoroughly professional manner.”37 People living with SSD identified 
several interpersonal qualities that they valued in trainers and clinicians: polite, friendly, 
patient, trustworthy, understanding, empathetic, and warm.31,35,37 People living with also 
appreciated when trainers and clinicians provided reminders to complete their homework, 
assisted in brainstorming strategies for assignments, explained tasks clearly, signposted 
activities that may interest people living with SSD, and tailored CRT tasks to their learning 
styles and emotional and psychological needs.31,37 On the other hand, people living with SSD 
reported a suboptimal CRT experience when there were limited interactions with trainers and 
clinicians.31,32,35 No studies reported unpleasant interactions with trainers and clinicians.

Clinicians acknowledged the need to support participants throughout CRT and deliver CRT 
in a tailored manner.35 To clinicians, tailored delivery referred to having people living with SSD 
who required more assistance to attend more sessions; whereas others who may be more 
independent and have access to technology complete CRT exercises at their convenience.

Content, Design, and Implementation of CRT
Some patients appreciated the design, layout, and structure of sessions and cognitive 
tasks.30,37 People living with SSD specifically valued CRT when tasks were easy to follow and 
complete, when there was the opportunity to ask for feedback, and when training was flexible 
to the needs of patients.30,31 People living with SSD also appreciated working through tasks at 
their own pace, with gradual increases in difficulty that allowed them to experience a sense 
of accomplishment, improvement, and mastery.30,31 Improvement in increasingly difficult 
tasks instilled enjoyment and genuine engagement in CRT.37 However, people living with SSD 
preferred exercises that were less repetitive and attending sessions in different settings.30,37
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While some people living with SSD appreciated the content, design, and implementation 
of CRT, others did not. For example, half of the people living with SSD in 1 study found the 
content too challenging to complete.30 Discontent toward the structure of sessions and 
format of CRT tasks came from the following reasons: the amount of exposure to information 
required to complete tasks, anticipation of failure, experiencing failure when completing 
progressively difficult tasks, a fear of mental exhaustion from participating in CRT for many 
hours, and inability to incorporate learning from CRT to improve daily functioning.30,32,37 All 
of these issues made engagement in CRT exhausting and tiring: “it was quite draining. It 
was almost like it took a hell of a lot of energy from me...after I’d done it I felt tired; my mind 
was completely tired.”32 These issues were salient for patients who had pre-existing issues 
with anxiety, which were exacerbated by challenging cognitive tasks.32 Furthermore, some 
people living with SSD did not initiate CRT because of anxiety; they felt increased anxiety 
because they were exposed to the realities of their cognitive impairment, which was difficult 
to accept for some who believed they did not need therapy.32 People living with SSD who had 
low tolerance to frustration, high pre-existing anxiety, high vulnerability to mental fatigue, 
and low motivation were more likely to drop out.32 For these people living with SSD, CRT was 
viewed as a threat to their self-esteem, inadvertently causing emotional stress.32 To remedy 
this, some people living with SSD suggested providing CRT in more frequent but shorter 
sessions; however, this was not the case for all people living with SSD, as some preferred 
longer sessions.37

Caregivers preferred to have CRT guides and other supporting materials (e.g., signs, 
checklists, and worksheets) tailored to their loved one.34 Caregivers reported that engaging 
loved ones was a challenge.34 They found that 4 months was insufficient for engaging 
their loved ones in transferring cognitive strategies from CRT into daily life. Caregivers also 
found engagement difficult when their loved ones did not believe they had cognitive issues 
or rejected their schizophrenia diagnosis. Caregivers also found it difficult to follow CRT 
exercises in the recommended order when their loved ones wanted to pursue their own 
learning path. Alongside these conversations, 1 participant mentioned how CRT guides and 
supporting documents perpetuated dysfunctional narratives that did not reflect the severity 
of their loved one’s mental illness. In their view, CRT exercises assumed a specific level of 
severity that was not applicable to their loved one, thereby making exercises less effective. 
Caregivers found that motivating their loved one who had mild cognitive impairment to 
complete exercises designed for severe cognitive impairment was challenging because the 
tasks were completed quickly with minimal effort and stimulation. However, other people 
living with SSD used the dysfunctional language in CRT to discuss the realities of severe 
cognitive impairment with their loved ones, which helped motivate people living with SSD to 
engage in CRT.

Using Technology
People living in 5 studies reported an enjoyable experience using computers to complete 
cognitive exercises.30-32,36,37 People living with SSD found the use of computers relatively 
easy,30-32,36,37 especially for those who had previous experiences with computers.37 However, 
people living with SSD who did not have previous experience with technology found it hard 
to engage with CRT.32,35,37 People living with SSD expressed demotivation when they could 
not access a computer, when they needed to navigate the internet to complete tasks, when 
they had low-quality internet, and when they needed to set up a laptop.32,35,37 For example, 
as this person living with SSD described: “some days I struggled to connect to the internet 
and it made me feel so, so demotivated.”32 People living with SSD in 1 study also reported 
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the high cost of internet as a barrier to completing CRT exercises in their home using their 
personal computer.32

Group Environment and Interacting with Peers
People living with SSD expressed some benefits to completing CRT in a group setting. 
People living with SSD found that group CRT provided an opportunity to exchange shared 
experiences about CRT and schizophrenia,30,31,35,36 as this 1 person living with SSD highlighted: 
“it was alright to have more persons. One on one might be too confronting. Groups are 
more comfortable. To have other people with similar problems it was a good experience 
because allow us to share perspectives.”31 People living with SSD found a constructive peer 
environment where everyone worked toward mutual goals, engaged in shared problem 
solving, and aided peers as an important feature that made group-based CRT a beneficial 
experience.30,31 However, people living with SSD also preferred working independently 
through CRT tasks.32,35 For these people living with SSD, group-based CRT was distracting 
and competitive, which made them feel insecure.30-32 People living with SSD reported how 
the lack of peer support in group-based CRT created an unpleasant environment that was 
not conducive for learning:32 “I just felt this place has, like, breaking me down. People aren’t 
encouraged...it feels like encouragement or more positivity or more group work or more 
teamwork.”32

On the other hand, people living with SSD who attended CRT in their homes reported frequent 
interruptions from outside noise, attending to family needs, and picking up phone calls.32,36 
These people living with SSD also faced challenges in allocating a time block in their busy 
schedules for CRT sessions; for example, people living with SSD in 2 studies reported that 
their vacation schedule interfered with CRT sessions and completing homework.32,36

Clinicians believed that hybrid CRT (with group sessions and individual exercises) was better 
suited for clients who were more independently motivated and had some technological 
literacy. However, hybrid CRT overall placed a strain on a person’s time who is living with SSD 
since it required both in-person sessions and at-home exercises, as this clinician described:

“it became a little bit more challenging, because we had to find the time to not only just 
monitor the computer room...but also just to make sure that they understand how to 
manipulate the computer.”35

Limitations
This rapid review highlighted the experiences and perspectives of people living with SSD using 
CRT. However, there are some limitations of this work that reflect the limited quantity and 
depth of data available. First, there was a low number of studies included in this review, half 
of which used a mixed-methods study design that offered limited depth and breadth in the 
experiences and perspectives. This was especially the case for the perspectives of caregivers 
and clinicians. These perspectives offered more nuance on the topic, but they were limited to 
2 studies. There is a clear need for research on the perspectives of clinicians and caregivers.

Second, almost all studies were unclear about how they designed and implemented CRT. 
Some studies implemented independent online-based CRT, others implemented in-person 
CRT, and others implemented a combination of the 2. Each CRT format may present unique 
challenges for people with SSD; however, the authors of included studies were unclear about 
how their CRT format presented unique challenges for people living with SSD. Wherever 
possible, this report highlighted the relationship between the CRT format and barriers to 
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accessing and continuing treatment experienced by people with SSD, but this was not always 
possible. There is a need to compare how the experiences and perspectives of CRT differ 
across CRT formats. This information may help to understand, for example, how perceived 
benefits may differ between online and in-person CRT, or how technological literacy may be a 
more salient barrier for people with severe, chronic SSD.

Third, this report excluded studies on CRT for psychosis. Individuals who exhibit psychosis 
may be dissimilar to people with SSD in the severity of symptoms and level of impairment. 
As this rapid review discussed, the level of impairment may influence the types of challenges 
experienced by people with SSD. Including the psychosis literature may have broadened the 
nuance of this work, by providing more data on CRT for low impairment and cognitive deficits.

Conclusions and Implications for Decision- or 
Policy-Making
This rapid review found 8 studies that described the perspectives and experiences of people 
living with SSD using CRT, their caregivers, and clinicians who facilitated CRT.

People living with SSD listed several cognitive, functional, social, intrinsic, and symptomatic 
benefits from CRT. People living with SSD reported how they were able to apply the skills and 
strategies they acquired from CRT into their daily lives, ultimately improving daily function. 
People living with SSD also described how group-based CRT improved their confidence and 
ability to communicate with others. As for intrinsic benefits, some people living with SSD 
explained how they felt increased motivation, self-determination, confidence, and emotional 
regulation. Differences in experiences about whether CRT led to benefits came from not 
being able to transfer cognitive strategies from CRT into daily life, and confusion regarding 
the aim of CRT.

Those living with SSD, caregivers, and clinicians expressed the importance of delivering 
CRT in a personalized manner. People living with SSD described several characteristics 
that contributed to personalized CRT: cognitive trainer or clinician’s support and guidance; 
content, design, and implementation of CRT; using technology; and group environment 
and interacting with peers. First (cognitive trainer or clinician’s support and guidance), the 
constant presence of a clinician – who possessed qualities such as empathy and politeness 
– contributed to a beneficial CRT experience. People living with SSD also noted that the 
low availability of clinicians made CRT more challenging, contributing to an unpleasant 
experience. Similarly, cognitive trainers and clinicians acknowledged the importance of 
delivering CRT in a personalized manner. Second (content, design, and implementation of 
CRT), people living with SSD found the design, layout, and structure of sessions and cognitive 
tasks to be conducive for their learning. Specifically, participants enjoyed the opportunity to 
work through cognitive tasks at their own pace, with a gradual increase in the difficulty that 
allowed them to experience a sense of accomplishment or mastery. However, other people 
living with SSD found CRT to be time-consuming or challenging, especially for those who 
had severe cognitive impairment, anxiety, or other comorbidities. Caregivers expressed the 
desire for more guidance and examples of cognitive strategies that they can use to improve 
the daily functioning of their loved ones. Third (using technology), the use of technology to 
complete cognitive tasks was viewed as beneficial and unpleasant by different people living 
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with SSD. Some people living with SSD enjoyed the opportunity to learn using a computer 
and play games when completing cognitive tasks. Others, however, found that not having 
access to a computer and high-quality internet connection was frustrating that interfered 
with the ability to engage in CRT meaningfully. On the other hand, clinicians also found that 
hybrid CRT was best suited for people living with SSD who were more independent, had lower 
cognitive impairment, and had multiple competing priorities. Finally (group environment and 
interacting with peers), while people living with SSD perceived several social benefits from 
participating in group CRT, others found group CRT to be distracting, especially when the 
group environment was not supportive or encouraging, or too competitive. People living with 
SSD who had low cognitive impairment preferred at-home, asynchronous sessions because 
of the inherent flexibility in completing cognitive tasks at their convenience while managing 
competing priorities.

Allowing delivery mode flexibility may reduce challenges in engaging with interventions 
for people with diverse needs, goals, and preferences.39 In the context of CRT, tailoring is 
essential to ensure that there is a balance between challenge and enjoyment, allowing 
people living with SSD to be fully immersed in cognitive exercises. However, decision-makers, 
program developers and clinicians may consider reflecting on how barriers to CRT, such as 
lack of computer access and multiple competing priorities mentioned in this rapid review, 
may exacerbate perceived cognitive challenge for people living with SSD, possibly leading to 
disinterest and demotivation overtime when the challenge is not accompanied by support and 
encouragement. Flexibility in CRT tasks may allow people living with SSD with different needs 
and goals to choose the level of challenge they desire. Flexible CRT may allow people living 
with SSD to modify their CRT learning pathway to cognitive needs. For example, CRT may 
permit people living with SSD to complete easier cognitive tasks on 1 day, and more difficult 
the next day, based on the preferences of people living with SSD. Furthermore, CRT should 
also allow people living with SSD who show faster improvement to be able to skip or modify 
the CRT curricula to pursue more challenging tasks. Future implementation of CRT may also 
consider allowing people living with SSD to choose group- or individual-based CRT and permit 
people living with SSD to change their choice throughout their participation in CRT to reflect 
changes in availability.

Transferring cognitive learning to real-life situations to improve daily function was also a 
common concern shared by both people living with SSD and their caregivers in included 
studies. While people living with SSD reported that they were able to apply some CRT skills 
in their daily lives, this was not the case for everyone.31,33,34,37 This is an important concern 
because an inability to transfer CRT skills to daily lives may be a gap in the design, content, 
and structure of CRT. Inability to transfer CRT to use in daily life may also lead to unpleasant 
CRT experiences and attrition, since people living with SSD may view CRT as an intense time 
commitment without the expected improvements in their daily lives. It may be beneficial 
to consider how to best support people living with SSD and their caregivers to implement 
CRT skills in daily lives, perhaps by implementing exercises that target the application of 
cognitive skills, providing more relevant and tangible examples, and teaching cognitive skills 
through active learning strategies. Cognitive trainers and clinicians can use the preferences 
and experiences of people living with SSD to guide the design of cognitive exercises that 
favour the application of skills into daily life. For example, if people living with SSD need to 
improve their memory or concentration, then trainers and clinicians can facilitate a cognitive 
exercise in a context of a daily life activity that interests the person living with SSD — such 
as cooking or completing a school assignment — while reminding them of the cognitive 
strategies they can implement throughout the process. In group-based CRT, trainers and 
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clinicians can also facilitate a discussion on how people living with SSD have successfully 
applied cognitive skills from CRT to improve their daily lives. This discussion can create a 
space for exchanging strategies and ideas between those living with SSD, and if provided in 
a supportive environment, can make the CRT experience more genuine and meaningful to 
people living with SSD.
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Appendix 1: Selection of Included Studies

Figure 1: Selection of Included Studies
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Appendix 2: Characteristics of Included Publications
Note that this appendix has not been copy-edited.

Table 2: Characteristics of Included Publications

Study citation, country
Study design and 

analytic approach1 Study objectives Inclusion criteria
Data collection 

strategy

Medalia 2021,35 US Mixed-methods – 
content analysis

Consider the feasibility 
and acceptability of 
a hybrid approach to 
cognitive remediation

Adults referred for 
cognitive remediation 
therapy

Semi-structured 
interviews

Moutaud 2021,33 France Qualitative – 
ethnography

Describe CRT as an 
assemblage that lies 
at the intersection of 
multiple overlapping 
theories and spaces of 
mental disorders and 
psychiatric care

NR Observation

Bryce 2018,30 Australia Qualitative – 
thematic analysis

Compare the experience 
of participating in 
cognitive remediation 
in a computer game 
setting

Outpatients with 
schizophrenia

Semi-structured 
survey

Kidd 2018,34 Canada Mixed-methods – 
thematic analysis

Examine changes in 
the self-assessed and 
caregiver-assessed 
outcomes of people 
with schizophrenia after 
exposure to a cognitive 
adaptation training 
guide that addressed 
pragmatic, in-home 
approaches to offset the 
cognitive impacts of the 
illness

Caregiver who has been 
actively involved in the 
support of the individual 
and having had regular 
in-home contact in the 
supported person's 
home environment, the 
supported individual 
was identified as having 
primary diagnosis 
of schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective disorder

Semi-structured 
interviews

Ferreira-Correia 2017,32 South 
Africa

Qualitative 
– qualitative 
description

Explore the experiences 
of a group of volunteers 
with working memory 
deficits (associated with 
diagnoses of HIV and 
schizophrenia), in terms 
of perceived barriers 
they encountered during 
their participation 
in computer-based 
rehabilitation programs

Living with HIV and on 
antiretroviral treatment, 
and participants 
previously diagnosed 
with paranoid 
schizophrenia in full 
remission

Semi-structured 
interviews
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Study citation, country
Study design and 

analytic approach1 Study objectives Inclusion criteria
Data collection 

strategy

Schutt 2017,36 US Mixed-methods – 
NR

Develop procedures for 
and test the feasibility 
of implementing 
cognitive enhancement 
therapy in a group home 
environment

Diagnosis of 
schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective disorder, 
stability of positive 
symptoms, maintenance 
antipsychotic 
medication regimen, 
presence of social and 
cognitive disability, 
an IQ of at least 
80, and no medical 
contraindications

Semi-structured 
interviews

Contreras 2016,31 Australia Qualitative – 
thematic analysis

Explore the subjective 
experience of 
participants undertaking 
a cognitive remediation 
trial

Patients with a 
schizophrenia diagnosis, 
no history of traumatic 
brain injury or neurologic 
illness, receiving a stable 
dose of antipsychotic 
medication for at least 
8 weeks before study, 
no electroconvulsive 
therapy in the previous 6 
months, and no hearing 
or visual impairment

Semi-structured 
survey

Reeder 2016,37 UK Mixed-methods – 
thematic analysis

Assess the feasibility 
and acceptability of 
a new strategy-based 
computerized CRT 
program for people with 
psychosis

Patients who received 
the therapy as a part of 
a randomized controlled 
trial, diagnosis of 
schizophrenia, at least 
1 year contact with 
mental health services, 
inefficient executive/
memory performance, 
poor social functioning, 
no plan to change 
medication, no 
diagnosis of substance 
dependence, no 
evidence of organic 
cause to cognitive 
difficulties

Semi-structured 
interviews

NR = not reported; CRT = cognitive remediation therapy.
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Appendix 3: Characteristics of Study Participants
Note that this appendix has not been copy-edited.

Table 3: Study Participants’ Characteristics

Study citation, country Sample size Sex (% male) Age range in years Unemployment (%) Treatment name

Medalia 2021,35 US 17 patients and 
6 clinicians

NR NR NR Cognitive 
remediation

Moutaud 2021,33 France NR NR NR NR Cognitive 
remediation therapy

Bryce 2018,30 Australia 42 patients 52�4 31-51 66�7 Cognitive 
remediation and 
computer games

Kidd 2018,34 Canada 20 patients and 
20 caregivers

50�0 NR 53�0 Cognitive adaptation 
training

Ferreira-Correia 2017,32 
South Africa

5 patients 44�5 26-45 44�5 Computer-based 
rehabilitation 
programs for 
working memory 
deficits - specifically 
CogMed Working 
Memory Training 
Program

Schutt 2017,36 US 6 patients NR NR NR Cognitive 
enhancement 
therapy

Contreras 2016,31 Australia 20 patients 55�0 26-46 70�0 Cognitive 
remediation training

Reeder 2016,37 UK 17 patients NR NR NR Computerized 
cognitive 
remediation therapy

NR = not reported.
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Appendix 4: Critical Appraisal of Included Studies
Note that this appendix has not been copy-edited.

Table 4: Strengths and Limitations of Included Studies

Strengths Limitations

Medalia 202135

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data collection procedures

Provided detailed data analysis methods

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

Moutaud 202133

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

No description of data collection instruments/measures and why 
they were used

Very little description of qualitative data analysis

Conceptual/reflection-based analysis of ethnographic data

Bryce 201830

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data collection procedures

Provided detailed data analysis methods

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

Kidd 201834

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data collection procedures

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

Very little description of qualitative data analysis

Ferreira-Correia 201732

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data analysis methods

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

No description of data collection instruments/measures and why 
they were used
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Strengths Limitations

Schutt 201736

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data collection procedures

Did not identify analytic approach

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No analysis approach or procedures

No justification for chosen analytic approach

Contreras 201631

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data collection procedures

Provided detailed data analysis methods

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

Reeder 201637

Clearly identified study design and analytic approach

Clearly described sample selection and recruitment

Provided detailed data collection procedures

No explicit considerations on rigour or quality strategies for the 
qualitative analysis

No justification for chosen analytic approach

Very little description of qualitative data analysis
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